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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DISC Talk – Timing Section 1; Slide 1 – 5  (10 minutes)Section 2; Slide 6 – 18 (20 minutes)Section 3; Slide 19 – 21 (5 minutes)Section 4; Slide 22- 25 (5 minutes)Notes: Slide 7, 17, 20 & 23When I joined the firm 1.5 years ago, it was one of the 1st things our President had me do was to get with Bonnie to get DISC certified.At F&V, DISC is a foundational course and tool in our leadership development program and being a good team player.If you think of farming, you DISC the field to prepare the soil so their crops can grow strong and healthy.DISC provide the foundation of understanding your own preferences and that of your peers, subordinates, and leaders.  In a hyphenated word, “self-awareness”.In time, as we have rolled out our other leadership courses, we kept finding a consistent theme that our discussions often would refer back to one’s preferred/natural DISC styles.Emotional Intelligence – Understanding self, self-management, empathy and understanding others, DISC is a key part of all of that.In Crucial Conversations you learn that a conversation turns crucial when there are high stakes, strong emotions, and differing opinions.  In those situations, if you understand the other person’s preferred style of communication, and you know yours is different,  you have the opportunity to change your style/approach to stay in dialogue.  Particularly, it is our chance as leaders to ask, what do I want for myself, the situation, and the company/relationship.In the 5 Dysfunctions of a Team, Lencioni talks about the importance of trust and healthy conflict to get results.  A compliment to Crucial Conversations AND it ties back to DISC.  If truly you know your team members and teammates, there is a greater chance that vulnerable trust exists thereby opening the door for healthy conflict for the betterment of the individuals, team, and company.Leading Through Greater Engagement we primarily focus on the Gallup Q12.  Again, knowing your respective team member’s page 8, will aid you in your approach and aligning strengths and interest, recognition and appreciation.Slide 1-7 	– 5 min	Slide 8-13	– 5 minSlide 14 – 19 	- 5 minSlide 20 – 25 	- 5 minSlide 26 – 27	- 5 min – Leads into Q&A



Objectives

Section 1. DISC Basics
Section 2. DISC Insights
Section 3. DISC Teams
Section 4. DISC Next Steps
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Basics:	Cover the history of DISC	2008 and 2015 studies determined test-retest reliability and a high internal consistency coefficient averaging 85%	Understand and identify the four styles of DISC	Have the participants practice listening for pace and priority through video clipsInsights:	Self-Awareness:  Important for participants to understand and appreciate their own style or style combinations	Activity: Perceptions – discuss with individuals w like primary style how they view themselves	Teams:	Understand the primary styles of your team	DISC Line Up Activity	Perceptions Activity – how the different styles view one another	Communication strategies to more effectively work with your team	Team Share ActivityNext Steps:	Evaluate and select communication tactics to improve communicationsCall to Action Activity / Homework



Section 1. DISC Basics - Model

Dominant          Assertive/Task Solving Problems

Influence            Assertive/People Inspiring People

Steady                Reflective/People Offers Helpful Plans 

Conscientious   Reflective/Task Follows Procedures

Style               Pace/Priority Energized by
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Motivator or Style Match-upDescribe the 4 styles on the elevator ORProvide examples of individuals who exhibit a particular style:	Examples:  	D – Judge Judy			I – Oprah Winfrey			S – Nelson Mandella			C – Albert Einstein



 No Style is better than another.

 We all have each Style within us.

 You can have more than one Dominant Style.

 You can be a middle of the road/more neutral.

 You can adapt.

 USE, don’t abuse DISC (careful with labels).

Section 1. DISC Basics – What Matters
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Julianna Marguiles Robin Williams

InfluenceDominant

Patch AdamsThe Good Wife

David Hyde Pierce

Conscientious

Frasier
Matt Damon

Steady

Rainmaker

Section 1. DISC Basics – Identify DISC Styles
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Deliberate PracticeStop Video prior to the Dr entering the room	What style is the doctor?Robin Williams/Patch Adams	What was his pace	What was his priority	Which style was Patch Adams?Discuss the Natural style vs the Adapted style

https://vimeo.com/332769929


 24-7 work and home

 Remains quite 
consistent

 Nature (DNA) and       
Nurture (Society 
Influencer)

 Based on your “least”

Energy Line

Pattern: Sd

Section 2. DISC Insights – Graph Showing Natural DISC Style
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Give an overview of the Natural Graph



Dominant Influence

SteadyConscientious

Section 2. DISC Insights – Comparing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1st reveal of the individual team member’s natural stylesThis can also be shown in the Team Wheel as well.This group quadrant actually represents a team I recently facilitated the DISC with.  (BTW  The names have been changed to protect the innocent.)



Section 2. DISC Insights – Activity: DISC Lineup
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Activity I’ve done that includes all levels in the companyHave everyone reference their Natural Graph from their assessment results.  	Good practice to have that page printed for everyone.  	If you want to put in a little extra effort, you could have them write their # on a sheet of paper and hold it up as a visual.Great opportunity to get participants up and moving. MS Notes - incorporate storytelling - Paul did this with a big group that incorporated executives. The executives went along with this just fine.
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Section 2. DISC Insights – Activity: DISC Lineup
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Requires communicating with one another asking which # you are from your Natural GraphUse Pg 7, the Word Sketch, as descriptors as you make your way from left to right.This is a real example above.  Group of engineers and their admin.  The admin is a high D.  Leading up to training I noticed 1. Not everyone had accepted the invite to the training, and 2. Two people hadn’t completed their assessments.  This was her email.	All, Please make sure to accept the DISC training we have coming up ASAP.  If you cannot attend, please respond accordingly.	To the 2 individuals (same email): Please complete your DISC ASAP.As she is standing on the other side of the room as everyone else, I reflected on her email as an example showing her D style.
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Section 2. DISC Insights – Activity: DISC Lineup
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Section 2. DISC Insights – Activity: DISC Lineup
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In one leadership session, it was identified by an asst manager that she was generally at the opposite side of the room as the manager.The line-up creates a vivid picture/visual on some of these differences.On one hand, if not recognized and appreciated, can be a large source of frustration (which I’ve seen between them).  It was also an opportunity to point out that their differing styles, used together can be a great strength in how they work and the decisions they make.
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Section 2. DISC Insights – Activity: DISC Lineup
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interesting things to observe:	Ask, Was there anyone who you traveled with as we moved through the different styles?	Point out/ask, who may have been a low D and a high C	Identify how we aren’t only defined by our highest style or just those areas above the energy line.Preference



Section 3. DISC with Teams – Activity: Perceptions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary Quinn – DISC Talk... Shared this great DISC Activity



Break into your 
Style groups

Section 3. DISC with Teams – Activity: Perceptions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Split into groups based on their primary Style.Have Each Primary Group complete the 1st column regarding how they see themselvesOn a separate worksheet, have each group discuss and create a list of how they perceive the other Styles.Have 1 person from each group write on the large flip sheet their perceptions of the different Styles (using their marker color)On a separate worksheet, have each group discuss and create a list of how you do and don’t want to be communicated with from the respective Styles.  Give example based on the Style and perceptions of the Style.Have someone from each group write how they perceive the other groups



Section 3. DISC with Teams – Activity: Perceptions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Split into groups based on their primary Style.If there is a group that is larger, our S style was almost twice the size of others, I split them into 2 groups and had them collaborate on their respective answers.Have the flip chart sheets pre-populatedTell each group to identify a recorder/reporterHave Each Primary Group complete the 1st column regarding how they see themselves in their primary styleOn a separate worksheet, have each group discuss and create a list of how they perceive the other Styles.Have 1 person from each group write on the large flip sheet their perceptions of the different Styles (using their marker color)On a separate worksheet, have each group discuss and create a list of how they want to be communicated with from the respective Styles.  Give example based on the Style and perceptions of the Style.Have someone from each group write how they perceive the other groups



Example

• Pg 14 may provide some tips 
• Keep in mind the differing Styles & how they may need to adapt to you.

Section 3. DISC with Teams – Activity: Perceptions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Purpose.... Not meant to be personalized.  However, might think of “Mike” but don’t write Mike’s name down.)Be prepared for Ah-has during ther Activity. 	Examples I’ve seen and they are great to point out:		D Group: instead of brainstorming together, they each came up with their own list and then shared.  The leader of the D group made it a competition.		I Group: Spend first couple minutes coming up with ideas, spend the rest of the time socializing (this has happened every time).		C Group: How many words do you want on our list?Split into groups based on their primary Style.(If only one person in Style.. Like D... Ask if you are comfortable with that?)Have Each Primary Group complete the 1st column regarding how they see themselvesOn a separate worksheet, have each group discuss and create a list of how they perceive the other Styles.Have 1 person from each group write on the large flip sheet their perceptions of the different Styles (using their marker color)On a separate worksheet, have each group discuss and create a list of how you do and don’t want to be communicated with from the respective Styles.  Give example based on the Style and perceptions of the Style.Have someone from each group write how they perceive the other groups----Describe.. What I’s do during the Assignment.  3 Minutes... Socialize. Paul Add... C Photo)Example:Comments during the C... Superior....  Not interested in doing AgendaDirect Reports... Wanted Agendas..C;s want to know how many come up with on our list



C EXAMPLE
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▸ Know your Style 
▸ Understand and be aware of others Style 

needs
▸ Create a common language
▸ FLEX!
▸ Use, don’t abuse DISC (no labels)

Section 3. DISC with Teams – You & Your Team
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Every time I do this Activity.... I have to reign in the I Styles.C’s... Ask how many items do you want us to list?Ds.... Put !  After everything... Meaning.. DO THIS!



Section 3. DISC with Teams – Team Share
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Complete Page 8
2 things that resonate

Section 3. DISC with Teams – Smaller Teams
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Course evaluations: this is often the exercise that gets the most positive feedback.How managers can use DISC info to motivate!Want to be a better team leader... Go through Report and have members share... Very powerful!



• Page 14

• 2 Do’s and Do Nots 
that resonate

Section 3. DISC with Teams – Larger Teams
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Safe way to share how they want to be communicated with.Use in intact teams.Powerful... Activity because ....Have them send Pg 8‘ ahead of timeIf large groupPage 14... Highlight one or 2... If smaller group...8Be prepared to share one or two(Communicates not all bullet points with you.)When communicating with me...(Follow-up with safe Communication Tip(s)



Style not skill

Predictors: Pace and Priority

Adapt to other Styles by flexing

Flexing leads to better relationships

Section 4. DISC Next Steps – Reminder
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▸ What did you learn about your Style that is helpful in:

▹ How you do your job?

▹ How you interact with others on your team?

▸ What will you do differently to get 

better results with those you work with?

▸ How will you apply DISC to 

improve communications with:

▹ Your team? Individual direct reports?  

▹ Peers? Clients? 

Section 4. DISC Next Steps – Call To Action
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Provide an email copy of the Employee DISC Action Plan -How can you apply to a relationship that may be not going as well as you like it to be., 



Pg 29Section 4. DISC Next Steps – Call To Action
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Page 29 of our DISC ReportThink of a person whom you’d like to improve communicationsAssess their Style, think Pace and PriorityCheck the characteristics you see in themPut an X by the communication tips you already usePut a star by one of the unchecked items that you will work on to help improve communications.S & Cs want more time to process...(Before... (Idea... Pre and Post Team Communication Effectiveness)



In Summary…

Section 1. DISC Basics
Section 2. DISC Insights
Section 3. DISC Teams
Section 4. DISC Next Steps
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Thank You
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